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on 19 Dqcember 1980 !,lr calvez submitted to the European parliament,
pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Eocedure, a notion for a resolution
on European $pace policy (Doc. L-764/8O).
IOn 19 DQcember 1980 the European Parliament referred this motion to
the Committed on Energy and Research as the committee responsible and on
15 irune 1981 referred it to the committee on youth, culture, Ed,ucation,
Information dnd Sport for its opinion.
on 19 lGlrch 1981 the conrnlttee on Energy and Research appointed ;,tr
Andr6 Turcat rapporteur.
tt consldered thiE motion at its meetings of 27 Irhrch 198L, 14 !{ay 19g1
and 18 ilune 198L.
At ite neeting of 18 ilune 1981 it unanimously adopted the motLon for
a resolution and the explanatory statement.
Present : I'trs Walz, ehairman; Mr Gallagher, vLee-chaLrman; !!r Normanton,
vice-chairrnani Mr Turcat, rapporteur; !.tr Adarn, Irlr Beazley, Irtr calvez
(dePutizinS fpr Mr Pintat), tilr Estgen (cleputizing for &Ir Sdlzer), Irtr Frflh
(deputizing for !{r saEgano), E Fuchs, }dr GaLland, llr Ghergo, I{r Eerman
(deputizing fbr lrtr croux), Mr r,inkohr, !{rs r,izin, Irlr Morerand, !{t price,
l,tr Purvis, IvIr Rinsche, !{r 8eJ-igman, !!r Vandemeulbroucke (deputizlng for
lilr capanna), !{r vandewiele, trtr veronesi and !,lr wedeklnd (deputiztng for
!!r MflLler-Herhann).
Ehe opinJi-on of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Inforrnation
and Sport wilf. be presented oralIy.
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AThe Committee on Energy and Research hereby
Parliament the lfoJ.Iowing motion for a resol_ution
statement:
subslits to the Europ€an
together with explanatory-
lrorr@
on European q)ape plicy
The European paillament,
- having regard to the motlon for a resolution
of the Rules Of procedure (Doc. L-764/gO),
tabled pursuant to Rule 25
- having regard to the report of the commlttee on Energy and Research (Doc.L-326/gL),
- having regard to its resorution of 25 Aprll 1979 on conrmunity particlpation
in space researchl 
,
having regard to the scientific, materiar and human structures and resources
which the l'lember states of the community and the European space Agency have
developed in the field of space activities,
having regard to the protrrcsal-s subnltted by the Agency and by Eurospace
respeetively,
having regard to the limited scop€ of current and projected progratnmes
within the Age$cy, in the individual Member states and in the framework of
agreements between them,
- having regard dlso to the low level of
field of space activities compared to
allocated Uy ttrb usa, by the USSR and
European financlal commitment in the
the considerably higher anounts
alao, proportionately, by .Iapan,
- whereas a neh, space era has been initiated by the launching of the American
Space shuttLe and there are now deflnite prospects for the placing in orblt
of heavy loads pnd the congtruction of murti-purpoae Bpace statLons, which
offer prospscts far beyond Europe,s present plans for the future,
- av'are of the imtrrcrtance of space activlties for the people of the conrnunity
in terms of empl0yment, prosp€rity, independence, health, science, comnuni-
cation, culture land international cooperation with the induetrial lxrwers as
welL as the developing countries,
- OJ No. C L27, 21.5.L979, p.42 (Ripamonti report 
- 
Doc. 2/7g)
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1. Applauds Europe's achievements in space;
2. Considers nevertheless that the individual natlons and the Cornmunity
should devote etill greater efforts than in the past to space actLvities;
3. Declares that the presence and the role of Eurqe Ln space can be main-
tained and developed in the laet decade of the century only by means of
the immediate formulation of a powerful and coherent long-term policy
on sEEce applications, and only if the neceesary material and intellectual
resources are made available; this policy and the necesEary early decislone
must also obay the fundamental objectives of peaceful actlvity, which,
therefore, implies separation from the mllitary industry, the improvement
of possible appllcatLons in the fields of telecommunications and televislon,
navlgatlon and posltion-finding, earth observatj-on and meteorology and
the manufacture of materials in space; the neeils of the developlng
countries must also be taken into aceount'
4. Considers that the main aim of such a policy should be to take early
decisions wlth a view to :
(a) beginning the ARIANE IV programme,
(b) acquiring the key technologies for performing rendezvous and dod<ing
in s;nce, controlled and unmanned space flights, re-entry into the
the atmosphere and recovery op€rations,
(c) developing a European heavy launcher, as a sequel to the Ariane
programmer and heavy eateLllte statLone J.n geostatlonary or lor,r orbit
before 1990;
Urges the Council to dLEcuss these problems at the earllest possible
moment by calling a European Spaee Conference at ministerial level, and
to call on the European space AgencY (ESA) andl the research centres of
the Member States to formulate and implement projecEs capable of achieving
these ambitLons;
Calls on the Commission to submit withln Eix months proposals for a more
ambitlous spac€ policy to be formulated by the AgStcy, for more effectLve
cooperatlon between the organE of the Conrtunity,-and for all the necessary
flnancial instruments to be placed at the disposal of European space
projects;
Calls upon the ConmLssion to report to Parliament, if possible withln a
year, on the action whlch mlghtbe undertaken by,the Europ€an Conmunity
in the fields of space reEearch and exploltation Lncluding :
(a) an analysis of the scoPe for Conununity action and, in prtlclrlar, a
summary of the advantages, disadvantages and cost ranges of each
option;
5.
6.
7.
P
- 
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(b) the range of possible applications of satellites, with an assessment
of potential benefits to EuroEe as a whole, to the Community in the
fulfilnen! of its sectoraL policies and to the Third Wor1d and an
indication of priorities within this range;
(c) a review oE the conseguences of such a Community programne on tech-
nological innovation within Euro$an industries and the possible
econosric benefits which might be gained; and
(d) the time spare when the fundlng might be required, whether this
should be tret entirely through the comnunity budget and what financial
contributlgn or return might be expected fron the users or beneficiaries;
8. Is convinced tl1at only major projects of this nature can stimuJ.ate industry
to greater effOrts, improve its structure and persuade men of the need for
a peaceful and civilizing presence in space;
9. Instructs its {resident to forward this resolution and the report of its
committee to the Council and Commission.
-7- PE 72.944/fin.
BEXPLANATORY STATEMENT
CHAPTER I - EI'ROPE AND SPACE . SURVEY OF THE PRESENT SITUATION
1. - Eeess-ie-rg9gg!:r and commerce
In L9SL space is more than a field of scientific adventure; the
extraordinary photographs of Saturn's rings or Juplter's satellites
transmitted to earth by the American interplanetary space probes
should not distract our attention from the wider applications of
satellites. Satellite photographs are used for weather-forecasting,
satellites are used for long-distanqe telephone links, for giving
the position of ships at sea, for cartography and mining prospection;
the developing countries are setting up educational TF syetems using
satellites. Space has become a prime target for industry and commerce,
with opportunities created by satellites, launchings and by the sheer
r€mge of services space activities can provide.
In 1981 Epace is no longer the monopoly of the two supertrrcrrers, the
United States and thc Soviet Union. Por twenty years EuroPe has made
forceful and deternined efforts which are now bearing fruit. With the
Ariane Launcher and t\e KOURO test range, with an aerosPace industry
capable of producing competitive satellites, with the European Space
Agency and the various national research centres, Europe at present
stands as a space power in its own right. The orders placed by the
Intelsat organization for satelLite launches by the Ariane launcher
and the decisions taken by Europe in 1979 on telecomrnunications and
earth obgervation satellites are ample evidence of this.
In 198I, however, foJ-lowing the launch of the American Space Shuttle
and in the face of competition from other countries such as Japan,
Europe must consolidate its position. As far aa space applications
are concerned, Europe now has the means to be independent and it must
seek to maintaj-n this independence, particularly in the field of new
applications. It must also strive to increase its competitiveness on
the major international markets, where fierce battles will be fought-
As a starting point, it is worth remembering how Europe reached its
Present status.
- 8- PE 72.944/ fln.
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main lperiods can be distinguished:
I19621L965 
- sensitive to the prestige attached to the scientific
know]edse of space and to the spectacurar moon race between the
Ameri,lcans and the Russians, the European nations bagan to create
I
spac! organizations of their ocrn, ESRO and ELDO, to develop
scienptfic satell-ites and launchers respectively. At the same
time ['rance set up a national body of its own, the CNES.
I
1967-1,973 
- By now America was turning its attention to the appli-
cation of the techniques already acqulred. Thls move towards
utility waE viewed unfavourably on this eide of the Atlantic. with
the ei<ception of meteorological offices, European administrations
had no faith in the practical use of space for their own needs.
while France was embarking on a national programme to d.evelop the
Dlamant launcher and Germany and France were cooperating on a
bilateral telecommunicatlons programme, Symphonie, onJ.y the
METEOSAT, and later the ors satellltes were being developed at
European level. The scientific programme, on the other hand,
remained of the highest standard at both natLonal and European level,
with projects like the British Ariel Eeries.
1973-1975 
- European governments gradually carne to recognize the
possihilities afforded by space systems, though not yet to the point
of takring action. The key development was the setting up between
1973 and 1975 of the European space Agency, which included science,
apprications and launching systems in its programme. The ARTANE,
sPAcEr,AB and I{AREcs programmes were all part of this new framework;
certaih national programmes h,ere abandoned (Diarnant) and eome
national resources were transferred to the Agency, which was stirl
expandLng at this time.
from 1977 onwards 
- European governments began to take an interest
in operational space applications, while at the Eame time doubts
began to appear as to the role of the ESA.
Irlith national and commercial constraints proving an obstacle to the
integration of arl European space activities, the more powerful
Member States decided to pursue national space applications prograrnmes
or to cooperate in bilateral or mul-tilateral programmes outEide the
Agency framework. The failure to Europeanize the spor programme
-9- PE 72.944/fin-
(earth observation), for example, led France to pursue the project
at national level alone; similarly, the market outlook led cermany
to abandon the Agency's complex H-SAT prograrume (television) in
favour of a bilateral programme with France. This then left creat
Britain to take the leading role in the rival L-SAT progr.mme
within the Agency:
Applications programmes Like ECS (communications), I{AROTS/!,:ARECS
(maritime navigation) and METEOSAT, however, remained within the
Agency.
The industrialization and commercialization of the Ariane launcher,
also developed as part of the Agency programme, was undertaken on a
flexible baEis by ARIANESPACE, an industrial company grouping
together thirty-three European firms.
3. From this historical development - which was straightforward techni-
caIly, though rather problematic at institutional level - a number
of facts relevant to the present situation emerge:
a) In terms of launchers and satellites, Europe lnssesses the
necessary means for the study and, exploitation of spacei more
wiLl be sald of this in Chapter IV,
b) The European governments who dispose of these resources are
aware of their potential;
c) Space activitieE remain divided between, on the one hand, the
ESA, whose role is mainly j.n the field of research and develop-
ment, and, on the other, the national industries who have now
come of age and are operating on t,he markets.
The most important question, however, is the utility of space
actlvitiea and of the markets to which they give rLEe.
- 1_O- pE 72.944 /fi,n.
crrAPrER II - IIIE USES OF SPACE
-
4- 
- 
Science
---+---
I rne most striking aspect of space activities is the role
plalied by ecience. Ind,eed, scientific real.ity loses nothing by
comparison with the worLd of science-fiction.
I
Even before the launching of the first artificial satellites,
spacp Eciences had begun to advance with the development of space
probbs, modelled on @rman war rockets 
- AEROBEE in America,
VERONIIOT'E ANd CEMAI'RE iN FTANCE ANd SKYLAM iN GrEAt BritAiN. BUt
thegp investigations only touched on a restricted sphere of
geopfrysics, the study of the earth's immediate environment, that is
the neutral or l-onized upper atmosphere. The instruments used were
relatively primitive 
- in 1958,. for example, a single Ceiger counter
had enabled vAN ALT,EN to discover the high energy charged particles
which conEtitute the magnetosphere of our planet.
The remarkably rapid development of space techniques, with the
initlai- emphasis belng placed mainly on an increasingry ambitious
programme of scientific misEions, made this an exceptionally
dynamic Eector of research and completelv tranEformed the traditional
DersDectives of astronomv and the environmental sciences. Today
space observatories are an essential instrument in Etel1ar and extra-
garactic astronomy. satellites and pranetary space probes are
responsible for almost all our knowredge of the sorar system and
have given a new impetus to solar astrophysics.
Today Europe is deveroping a saterrite (ExosAT) for the study
cosmic x-rays and another (Grorro) for the close-range photography
and study of the composition of Harleyls comet when it next passes
1985. rt iE also planning to take part in the expl0ration of the
nelghhouring planet of venus as welL aE the more d,ietant one of
Jupiter, using modulee whlch wilL land on the actual surface of
these pl-anet s.
of
1n
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5.
In the same way scientific space misEiong have proved a
powerful stimulus to technological Progresa' New techniques which
began as scientific projects have also found' or will find' economig -
space applications in conjunction with operational space vehicles'
These include hyper-frequency low-noise amplifierE (radioastronromy)'''
space telescopes (astrononY) ' photon and high energy particle
detectors (geophysics and astronomy) ' on-board computers and attitude
eontrolandprecisiondirection.findingsystene(aetronoW),and
robotsciencegandtelemanipulation(planetaryexploration)'notto
mention the corresponding developments which have taken place ln
the field of electronic components'
From this point of view, scientific and technological develop-
ments can genuinely be saicl to be progressing hand in hand in the
field of research, where technical constraints are costly but
results are abundant'
Butontheplanetearth,inhabited-ithasbeensaid-byfour
thousand rnillion coEmonautE, the stage has now been reached where
Epace activitles have direct applications in four main sectors:
Teleconununications
Navigation and location
Earth observatlon and meteorology
Manufacture of materials'
6 - 
- lelssesrsgiseliglg-Ev-:el:11rls
TelecommunicationsbysatellitewerEthefirstareaofapace
.applications in t€rms of chronology as well as social 
and economic
impact.Theycanbedlvldedintothreecategorles:fl.xednetwork,
mobile network and direct broadcaetlng - the same headinge ueed
for drawing uP regulatLons'
The fixed network is made up of linkE between fixed points on
earth.telePhoneE,telex,telematicsandalsoincludeEthetrans-
,migsion of televieion programmes from one network 
to another'
These links stretch rlght acrosE the worldl (lnternational air-
trafficiscontrolledbythelntelsatorganizatlon).Their
efficiency has been lncreased and their cost reduced to such good
effect that the actual EPace link-up accounte for lesE than 15%
of the cost of a transatlantic communication'
- 
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ifie moUife networf ie designed to provide similar liSs .
betvreen fixecl stations on earth and ships, pldhes and eveh'road
transport when it is equipped for the purpose. For ships the
Inmarsat organization is to put into operation Intelsat V
satellites and. European MARECS satellites. Initially the service
will bE provided for owners and operators of mainline commercial
shipping, but will subsequently be extended to include ships of
more modest size.
Di.rect broadcastinq concernE radio and television programmesT-
intendEd for direct reception by users (individual or collective
aerials). Radio broadcasting, as a forerunner to television, is
an important educational instrument for the developing countries-
In Europe the first television satellites wiLl be in operation in
1983, each broadcasting on two or three channels. Eventually, by
vlrtue of international conventions, operational satellites will
be able to broadcast on uP to five channels.
The next ten years wilL also see the creation of new sPace
telecommunications services, in many cages supplementing existing
terreEtriat facilities. These will include the transmlsEion or
dlffusion of information or professional data, teLe-informatics,
video-conferenceE, video-broadcasting, eLectronic mail and tel€-
medlcine. In future decades the rapid progregg of telematlcE
should lead to the substantial development of htgh-voJ-ume inter-
establishment digital links using Eatellites.
7. 
- 
Eartb qbeefyqlreq
Eatth obEervation is a new activity mainly concerned with
photography and does not yet have comparable economic importance.
By virtue of the services it can offer, however, rather than through
potential satellite sales, earth observation is becoming of vital
importance for the nations of the world.
Earth observation dJaws together all the Epace techniques
which enable us to increaEe our knowledge and understanding of the
natural phenomena which occur in the neighbourhood of the earth's
surface and it provides us with the capacity for the continuous
monitor{ng both of these phenomena and of those vrhich have a human
orlgin-
-13 PE 72.944 / fLn"
It embraces such varied dieciplineE aE meteorology (which wilt
be dealt with separately) r oc€dnography, glaciology, climatology,
geology, cartography, plant ecology, agronomy, hydrology and
regional develoPment-
The satellite photographs are intended to provide the user with
synoptic and usually successive views of the phenomena which
interest him.
- The high-precision observation of land massee is intended for
use in cartography (in the broadest sensE) and in the study of
geological formations and ecological phenomena (vegetation, water,
the effects of human aetivities on the natural environment) "
Its uee will make it possible to improve the management of
arable lands and to monitor the state of crops and vegetation on
a world scale, This, together with climatological studies (also
using gatellites), ougtht eventually to enable effectivp action to
be taken on cropa and vegetation and, so progressively heJ.p to
reeolve the problem of hunger.
High-precisl-on obeervation will aleo make it posslbl€, of
cours€r to monitor for peaceful purposeE the dlstribution of
strategic weaponE and installations over the globe; indeed, it iE
possible that serious armed conflicts may already have been
avoided recently as a regult of satellite observation, whLch
removeE the element of secrecy from military preparations and makes
it eaEier for a supervisory body to operate.
- The systematic observatLon of the surface of the ocean con-
trLbutes to our sclentiflc knowledge (ocean currentgr Lnteractlon
between sea and atmosphere) and has practicaL applications
(locatlon of plankton-rich zolr€lsr partlcularly suitabLe for
fiehing) .
- L4' pE 72.944/ fin.
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operational meteorologlcal observation, which haE been a
model of internationar cooperation for Eeverar years within the
framework of the Wor1d Meteorologlcal Organization, consists of
a networlc of satellites in low orbit and observation sateLlites
in geogtationary orbit providing half-hourry pictures of the
earth's durface in several wave-rengrths, particularly tn the
visible arrd in the infra-red zone. Europe'E contribution to
this netwbrk is the METEosAT satellite, the first modeL of whi-ch
qras operationaL from Novembet Lg77 to Novembex LgTgi the second,
is due to be raunched at the third Ariane test launchlng.
Thanks to geostationary satelliteer epErc€ meteorol0gy has
also distinguished itserf through its abirlty to detect and
monitor gfeat naturaL disasters. progress is expected to be made
in the continuity of surveillance and the detail of observatlon
attainable (from tropical cyclones to hailEtormsl).
e.- $gig3!19!_3qg__reearion
SateLlite systems for navigation, Iocation and data acquisi_
tion are noted for their ability to cover the whole globe as werl
as for the great diversity (shlps, buoya, ba1100ns, terrestrial
vehicles) and the large number (up to hundreds of thousands) of
mobile elements able to participate.
Those navigation syEtems whlch are operational, or about to
become soe, wBf,€ originally intended for military purEoseE,
although accesE is now granted to civirian u'ers for less
sophisticated operations (ships, oil prospection on continental
shelves) .
Locatlon and data acgulsitlon systems have mainry clvirian
and humanitarian appricatJ.ons, for example the sARsAB programme
designed to aid the rocatLon and rescue of ships in distress,
which fraE heen a model of cooperation between America, canada.
the USSR and France, and the AR@S system, which is now
operational.
_15_ pE 72.944 / tt"n.
L0. The manufacture gg_gi!gll31g-l!_gp3gg is likely to remain at
the experimental stage for some time to come.
The absence of gravity in orbital conditions means that it
is feasible to contemplate the production of sampleE of materials
of a different quality and composition to those produced on earth.
In fact, the first spectacular reEulte obtained durlng succeEEive
missions by Ameriean astronauts on the St(ItAg orbitaL EPace
station (the manufacture of giant monocrystale), the irnsrinent
completion of the Space ShuttLe and SPACELAB programmes and' the
crystalline synthesis being performed on a regular basLs on board,
the Soviet orbital station SALlfuI are all indicatlons that the
capacity for conducting experiments under conditions of microgravity
acquired by the two Epace suPerpowers is going to be fully
exploited to explore this new field which, although still at the
scientific stage, has every likelihood of becoming industrial. It
would be dangerous to neglect this sector as it also includes the
fields of electronics and magnetiEm.
crvstalline svnthesis
The forces of gravity exert an important lnfluence on the
formation of crystal.s, particularly around the cri.tical moments
when atomic etructures change thelr physical form and several-
phases 
- solid, liquid or gaseous - can coexlEt, with the associated
phenomena of convection. Outstanding results are expected in these
transitions from the liquid or gaseous phase, and with a high degree
of purity. One example is the development of mercury lodide (Hg12)
from the gaseous phase to give crystals of a 'strategic' material
(used to make high energy particle detectors), whlch is produced on
earth in small quantities and at very great exPensei the current
cost of a mercury iodide crystal is about 250 EUA Eer gratnme.'
Given that the cost of manufacturing such materials in space
is equivalent to the cost of the space transport involved, it is
cLear that the space production of crystals Llke mercury Lodlde
could easily become viable, once the quality of crystals produced
in space became superior to that of those produced on earth.
However, the world market for products of this t14pe ie very
limited (a few dozen or a few hundred kilogrammes per year) and on
its own it wouLd hard.ly justify the massive investments involved.
-16 PE 72.944/ftr'-
New allovs
There is a wide variety of alloys for which a certain degree
of concentration cannot be achieved under terrestrial conditions.
because the constituents when merted form two non-miscible riquids
of different densities which separate like-water and oil under the
action of gravity. rt is perfectly feasible to use conditions of
microgravity to stabilize an remulsion' of the two riquld phases
and produce after crystallization an intimate mixture with original
mechanicar or electronic properties. Encouraging reeults have
arready been obtained in this area during short barlistic flights,
though using very small sampres. condltione of microgravity shourd
also produce significant effects on the phenomena of surface tensLon.
Fusion without a crucible
Microgravity also openg up the possibility of the remote
stabirizing and manipulation of samples of matter in levitation,
through the action of acoustic or erectromagnetic forces, without
physical contact with a Eupport of any kind and, for J.iquids in
fusion, without a crucible. we know that the manufacture of a great
many refractory materials 
- 
glass, ceramice, speclal alloys 
- often
comes up against the imposslbility of achieving fusion wlthout
simuLtaneousry producing unwanted chemical reactiong, whatever type
of crucibre is used. proceEses v,lhere the material itself Ls uged as
a support are employed successfully on earth, particularly when
purification (recrystarlization of silicon by zone fusion) rather
than synthesis is involved. But the cost of these proceases can be
as high as that of space frights 
- monocrystarline silicon, for
which thEre ie a world market of thousands of tong, can cost anything
up to 20,000 EvA/Kg.
rt is cLear that the productlon of each product must be shown
to be profitable. profltability depends to E very large extent on
tha eogt of space transport and courd only be achieved if the ratLo
of price to weight of materials were very high andl if the , space
quaLity' made for much greater efficlency.
Bowever, among the extensive range of new products and projected
space experiments on board spAcELAB and sAI,Ytn, there cannot fair to
be eome materials with potential applications, particularry in the
field of eemiconductors, supraconductors and magnetic and opticar
material-s.
-L7.- PE 72.944 ftn.
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12.
13.
It is possible that there will be similar developments in bio-
engineering, an area in which the Russians in particular have.
conducted experiments. Holvever, your rapporteur had no reliable
information available on this subject.
This chapter on space applications would not be complete
without some mentlon of the idea, put forward in various quartera,
that solar energy could be collected by means of orbital Etations
of photovoltaic celLs and retransmitted to earth in the form of
microwaves. Leaving aside the difficult problem of retransmission,
the prospect of solar energy orbital statLons ever becoming viabJ.e
saems Less and less likely. To achieve a station wLth the equiva-
Ient output of a conventional four-reactor nuclear power station
would require a load of at least 30,000 tons Ln geostationary orbLt,
that ls aLmost 10,000 launchings of the Space Shuttle. Nevertheless,
this area of researeh has made possible the study of a number of
general purpose technological developments. Furthermore, the fact
remains that, even twenty years hence, the future cannot be pre-
dicted with any certainty.
l'larkets and space
Space, then, Ls closely bound up with science, defence and
commerce.
As far as science is concerned, a spirit of generosity
prevails, frontlers are open and, aggression does not prevent good
relations from exlsting between the dLfferent world agencies. In
the milltary sphere, however, secrecy and autonomy are the order
of the day, of course.
As regards commerce, there are markets available and suppliers
prepared to fight over them.
Ttuo markets are al.ready protected:
- the Soeialist bloc countriee,
- the AmerLcan authorities.
But there is a vast free market stretching across the rest of
the world: Europe, South America, Africa, the Arab countries, the
Far East, Australia and the pacific.
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your rapporteur was unabr.e to find an in-depth assessment ofhow the world space market is likely to .evel0p, even over the
next ten years. Indeed, in a sector such as the manufacture ofmaterials, it is difficult to gauge what is likely to happen. onthe other hand, it can be predicted with some certainty that byL99o/L995 there will be between one and two hundred telecommunications
eaterlites and approximate turnovers can be calculated on that basi.s.
The best forecast for the Europ€an space induetry over the nextdecade would be in the region of at reast ten thousand.mirrion EUA-
Rough estimates of the possible development of some markets wilrbe found attached,.
Three or four suppliers of space reaourcea wirl share these
marketE between them, with America in the forefront, Rusgia operatingin the confines of its own closed market, Europe attempting to
challenge American supremacy and \rapan entering the field.
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L4.
CEAPTER III . THE WORLD AND SPACE
Around the earth and in the solar system space is dominated
the usA and the ussR.
It was Russia who put the first sqtellite into-orbit,
America the first man on the moon. Venug is a Russian speciality,
!'lars an American one. Of more immediate interest to us, Russia
dominates space applications in the Soviet bloc whiLe American
industry dominates the satelllte market in the rest of the wor1d.
rn addition both superpourers poasess military space resources which
correspond to their ambitions.
Away from the two superpowers arrd outside Erlrope,
Japan has recognized the commercial possibilities of space
and is currently equipping itself with tfre facllitleE which
will eventually enable it to break into the market.
China, Indla and Canada have made conEiderable progress
towards self-Eufficiency in their urilitary or civilian
need,s;
- many countries in South America, AEla, Australla and
among the Arab nations have recognlzed the potentlal
benefits of space.
It is eesential to look more closefy at the activities of
the main suppliers.
I5.. JAPAN ON TIiE STARSING BTJOCKS
After making extenglve use of foreign teohnlques, [rartlcularly
in the field of launchers, ilapan now hae an ambitrous progra.mme of
its own. Its annual budgetr In the region of 3OO m EUA, will
enabre lt to achLeve rong-term independence. The emphasie being
given to space applications, earth observation and above atl teLe-
communications, is evidence that the .fapaneEe @vernment and
ilapanege ind,ustrialists are aware of the economic importance of
space. The pattern followed by Japan has become a familiar one -
it opens its doors willingly to technological cooperation and,
once the relevant techniques have been acquired, withdraws to
launch its own attack on world markets.
by
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In addition to cortvelltional ar:tivities Ii.ke launchers, seierree
and applications, the 
'JaFilnese space pIo(Iranlnre .rlso eontains nnrre
adventurous projects such as space factories, nranned space vessels,
geostationary platforms and power stations.
To a great extent, these objecti'zes depend on Japanr s abillt-y
to develop launchers. It will soon be apparent, therefore, whether
Japan is to become, like Europe with Ariatre, a space power in its
o!iln right.
The current Japanese programme includ,es:
- in the fielcl of science, the launching of three smal-l
astronomic satellites and a space probe I Planet-Ar which
will stud!' Venus and Halley's Comet;
- in the field of applications, the launching between now and
1990 of two technological satellites (ETS 4-3), a meteoro-
logical satellite, a gecdesic satellite, three marine
observation satellites (I'{oS I-2-3) in cooperation with MBB
(Germany) and two earth observation satellites LOS 1-2.
As for telecommunicatlons, the programme already embarked upon
(Mttsubishi is part'icipating in Intelsat v) will continue with the
launching of two satellites cS 2a and cS 2b, each with eight
repeaters, and of two direct television satelLites"
Finally, Japan is developing its own range of launchers, notably
the H launcher, which by the end of the decade should be capable of
puttlng loads of about 800 K9 in geostationary orbit - a relatively
modest performance, of course. However, in the long-term, there is
no reas,on why ,Iapan should not aim to develop a mini-Space Shutt1e.
The future ;Iapanese programme seems fairly comprehensive and
if their launcher is a success - and, there is no reaEon to doubt that.
it wlLl be - the Japanese will play an important role in space
activLties, probably specializing in miniaturization.
L6._ RUSSIA IN CLOSED SPACE
Russia Launches a satellite every
hundredth man into space, the Russians
the US Space Shuttle has proved, itself
ae Leaders of the field in world space
five d,ays. Having sent their
are maintaining and 
- until
- consolidating their position
activities.
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Although our information is incomplete, there ls no doubt that
Ruseia is involved in all aspects of space activity:
- Telecommunications, with a network of satelLltes providlng
links between the gocialiet countrlee;
- Earth ObEervation, from manned epace stations, and data
acquisJ.tion;
- Science, wLth planetary missionE to study V€rluBr Mars and
shortly Ealley'a comet, and with astronomic or geographical
EatelliteE;
- Space manufacture of materLals, wLth the s)YtZ-SALYUT-Progreaa
complex, a veritable I space trainr enabllng long-term experiments
to be conducted ln the manned SALY-IIE statlon;
- Mllitary and civilian sPace manoeuvres, a recent o<ample being
the guided destruction of a target satellite.
The UssR cooperates freely with the socialiEt bloc countries and
Eome developing countrlesr particularly on eatellite launchlngs, and
also collaborateE with the US, France and $reden at scientific levcI.
Recently it offered the opportunity for foreign astronauta, from IndLa,
France, SpaLn and eeece, to be Eent Lnto space. Nevertheless, for the
monent the RuEslan market remal-ng confinEd to the socialist bloc wlth
no indlcation that lt intendE to onlarge thls protected uarket by
adoptlng a trade pollcy which would place it in direct oompetltlon wlth
American, European or Japanese suppl.iers.
L7 . 
- 
!seglst-eg9-!be-eegss-s!sg!1s
Despite the recent budgetary restrictions intrrcsed by the Reagan
Adminletration, the comLng decade Ls seen as the beginntng of a new
era ln America.
llhe era of the Space Shuttle
ftre dlstlngnrlshlng features of, this now era ares
- Epace launches have become commonplace aE a result of their
LncreaEing frequency and the slmplif,lcatLon of 'J.ntegrationEr,
a term whlch in space vocabulary refers to the aesembly and
llnking-up of complex syatems conEiEting of, a Eatellite and a
launcher i
t-1ff
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- utilization of space vehicles has become flexible with the
possibility of performing inspections and recovery and repalr
operatLons during orbity
- the construction of large orbital space stations will open up
possibilities for new appJ.ications.
The development of the Space Shuttle programme wilt soon be
complete. But successive delays, increasing coEts and the support
glven to the progranme by the Defence Department and the carter and
Reagan Administrations has Ied to the neglect of other space projects.
The 1981 and 1982 budgets make litt1e provlsion for ney, programmesi
the emphaeiE ls being placed on the uEe of the Shuttle and every
effort will be mada to ensure that this programme Ie a commercial
guccegg.
The overalL civilian and military annual space budget is in the
order of ten billion dolLars.
ScientLfic proqrarf,ne
Redeflned with the advent of the new AdminiEtration, the
Amerlcan prograrme provides for a balance between the dlfferent
research eectors: astronomy, the ionosphere, the magnetosphere, the
stucly of the sun and planets, blology and epace medicine. Neverthelessr
the programne remains the moet ambitLous ih the world and placeE its
main emphaEis on the use of the Shuttla and the manned SPACELAB
statlonr and on automatic eaterLitds such as the small I Exprorersr or
the larger planetary space probes.
The priority areas of the wj-de-ranglng programme are:
- 
planetary exploration;
- aEtronomy (space telescoper ![Btnmi ray observatory);
. 
- aolar study (SOT solar telescope).
Applications proqrammee are designed nith the same regard for
' thoroughness:
- earth observation, includlng the study of renewable and finite
regources on a global scale (o11, orssr water, land, crops)
and the study of the environment (meteorologyr oceans);
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telecommunications - this sector has been left to private -':'-'
enterprise since L972, but in the light of the progress made
by Europe, the US c;overnment is now embarking on a research
and development progralnme designed to maintain American
superiority in this field, which is where the great majority
of space markets are; a study of the possibility of launching
satellites from the Shuttle at reduced cost ie ln progressi
space manufacture of materials - if the proceEseE being
reEearched on board the Shuttle and SPACELAB Prove practical and
economically viable, the aim of t,he project's leaders is to
achieve the automation of these processes and the remote control
cf the equipment.
Tlre priorities of the Anrericau programrle, tlten, are:
to maintain an extensive programme of scientific research;
to re-establish supremacy in the field of telecommunications;
to maintain an aggressive technical and commercial policy based
on the use of the Shuttle, with a vlew to eliminating or out-
pacing competition from abroad, particuJ.arly Europe.
Despite the fact that the needs which usara have expreesed would
require only a gradual development of the space progEamme, NAtlAt s
pnojects are aimed at providing new Epace Eervices and a new type of
agtronautics, juetifying and making worth$hlle the use of the Space
Shuttle.
A profound change is in prospect.
The most advanced area of research concerna the future of epace
telecommunicationsr whLch wiLt continue for a long time to account for
the major share of a market that America would like to manoeuvre to its
own advantage. Telephone traffic is still the largest area of demand
and wiLl continue to oecuPy 75% of sateLlite capacity untLl the end of
the century. But the present generation InteLsat V satalliter with its
24,OOO circuits, could be succeeded by an Intelsat VII model with 320,000
circuits and of double the weight. There wilL of courae be parallel
technological improvements aimed at reducing the overcrowding of geo-
stationary orbit in terme of both satellites and frequencies and at
increasing the flexibility and performance of Epace systems.
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The availability of new services, made possible by the size andpower of satellites, could alter the situation considerabry and the
number of clients could provide an economic justification for the use
of space stations rather than ground antennae. rt iE expected, that bythe year 2000 individuar mieroreceivers wirl have been devel0ped, fittedfor direct telephony, alarm and surveillance systems and l0cation.
But with the shuttle NASA has the stirl more ambitious goal 0f
eEtablishing a genuine system of space operations, of which the essential
elements would be:
- the SPACELAB orbital laboratory;
- RMS manipulator arm to remove or pick up roads from the shuttre,
to be supplemented by a work platform;
- on-board non-reusable motors enabling secondary satellites to befired into the required orbit;
- the psp module, a power-supprying sorar paner service station,
able to accommodate, for example, experimental units for the
manufacture of materiars, which could subsequentry be recoveredby the Shuttle;
- TDRS auxiliary liaison satellites, to reprace the network of
monitoring stations.
I{ith the development of this
gervice module operating in close
to be able to maintain, recover 
-
close orbit.
'orbital service,, consisting of a
proximity to the Shuttle, NASA plans
or possibly d.estroy 
- satellites in
It is clear that this service module would
to a transfer module to enable it to operate in
stationary.
only need to be harneesed
any orbit, even geo-
Even more spectacular is the l0ng-term projeet to construct giant
orbital space stations with the herp of ,space mechanics, (like those
worklng at MBB in cermany or BADG in creat Britain) 
- The possible use
of euch stations is undecided at present, though it coul_d be industrial_,
and their eub-units would be aseembled, supplied and unloaded by theShutt'e. There is no reason, of course, why further possible develop_
ments to the Shuttle itself should not be contemplated.
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19. AIl this, however, belongs to a still distant future.
Nevertheless, our world has been chanlled utterly - our horizotrs and
our points of view have literally' been transformed.
- 
One branch of astronomy has turned its glance away from the troubled
Eurface of our Planet;
- 
Aerial cartography will be supplanted by space cartography;
- Surface meteorological observation and conventional large-sca1e
weather-forecastlng are loeing most of their significance;
- Maritime navigation now consists of putting questions to a satellite;
- The forecasting of harvests and, before long, the fixing of world
commodity prices, will be performed from space;
- 
Antennae turned towards the sky can gather the data required to
compile an inventory of the resources available to hunranity fronr the
earth, thd atmosphere or the sun, and to make predictions about its
material future.
Only the choices made by men and'nations remain at ground level.
The value of Epace can no longer be doubt.edl the question is: does
Europe have the means to meet the challenge it faces?
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CEAPTER IV - EUROPE TODAY
20.- Resources
To implement its apace programme Europe has at its disposal:
- the infrastructure and resources required to perform launchings
(launchers, test rangJes, trackipg network) and orbital operations
(earth station .... ) ;
- the industrial capacity to produce launchers and satellites for
scientific projects and space applications;
- the capacity to plan, prepare, design and test'the different
types of space eguipment.
In addition to hundreds of probe rockets, Europe has placed
30 satellites in orbit since 1960, several of which are stiLl d.n
operation
Within the framework of the ESAr Europe haE both communLty and
national resources at its d,isposal, mainly in France and cermany, but
also in Great Britain and several other countries.
- The launcher
Europe is on the point of using the Ariane launcher for its
satellites and the American Space. Shuttle to exploit the .SPACELAB
station, which it developed for NASA. It is also pttrsuinrl proiec-ts
involving probe rockets and stratospheric balloons.
- Launchinq centres
a
The launchlng centre for the Ariane rocket at KOIIROU ls
currently being extended to incLude a second test range and is, of
course, the most important European installation.
Scout rockets are still launched at the Italian San Marco centre
(Kenya) and there are launching centres for probe rockets in Norway
(Andoya), Sweden (Esrange) and Spain (Eue1va) and for balloons in the
south of France (Aire-sur-Adour) and in Sicily (Trapani).
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- Testinq facilities
These are concentrated in Toulouse (cST), ttordwij k (ESTEC) and
Ottobrun (reacl and, for engines, at vernon (SEP) and Lampolshausen
(DF\ILR) 
.
The Eatellite control network coneists of operations centres at
Darmstadt (ESOC) and, Toulouse (CNES).
stations specializing in the perfection of individual prograrnmes
are spread over several different countries: the Esoc netrl,ork at
Redu (Belgium), Malindi (Kenya), Villafranca (Spain), Fucino (Ital-y)
and Odenwald (Cermany) and the CSIES network at Kourou (cuyana),
Pretoria and Toulouse.
Three large technical centres, ESTEC, CST and DF\lt,R, are responsible
for implementing technical research prograrunes, drawing up programmes and,
in the case of the CST, processing the data collected.
These various centres employ directly approximately 6,000 people in
Europe (excluding industries, aub-contractors and associated laboratories).
2L.- !59gr3gg9g
The ESA| s sclentific programme is of a very high level.
- Four ESA satellites are in orblt:
CoE B (gamma-ray astronomy)
ISEE (sun-earth relatlonship)
IUE (u1tra-violet ray astronomy)
GEOS 2 (magnetosphere)
- Six programmes are in progress:
EXOSAT (X-ray astronomy)
ST 
. 
(participation in the US space teleEcope)
rsPrrr (participation in an international programme)
GIOTIO (study of Halley's Comet)
HIPPARCOS (Astrometry)
The ESA supplies the SPACEITAB laboratory and partipates in its use,
conductin' 
"-*:':=l::i.:':,' 
;::::r:i:un'''
atmosphere physics.
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This community programme wirl be suppremented by the RosAT x-ray
satellite (Germany) and the bilaterar cerman and American c,ALrLEo
prograrnme (exploration of Jupiter). France is cooperating with Russia
on an extensive programme including the exploration of venus, a apace
probe to study Halley's comet and medicine and materials physics
prograrnmeE in serylrr stations. The united Kingdom is cooperating with
America in the field of X-ray astronomy.
As for earth observation, the ESA.s t\,ro major achievements are the
European !{ETEOSAT programme and the Earthnet network. France(in collaboration with Belgiun and Sweden) is constructing the SPOT
satellite, due to be launched in 1984.
Germany has embarked on projects designed to use microwave techno-
logy to make it possible to see through crouds. France has become
particularly skilled in the field of location and data acquisition with
the AR@s and sAR@s (search and, rescue) programmes and the SARSAT
project, which is the subject of multilateral cooperation.
In the fiel-d of telecommunications, the proposed IJ-gAT satellite,
being developed, under British supervision, is the contLnuation of the
Agency series which has already seen the development of the ors, Ecs
and I{ARECS prograrnmes. France, meanwhile, is working on TELECOM 1 and by
1984 @rmany and France wiLl have direct televislon satellitesr IDF and
Tvlser.
It should be said, in passing that the rivalry between the TDF-W/SAT
and. the L-SAT projects is to be deplored. Extensive duptieation by the
two programmes is placing resources which stirr courd be used jointry, in
needless competition.
A table summarizing the space activities of the principal members of
the ESA will be found attached. The tabLe also provides an analysis of
the Agency's resources by member state a4d a breakdown of expenditure by
programme.
rt must be said at this point that there iE no reason why the same
industries who are involved in European projects should be excluded from
participation in civilian or miLitary national programmes.
France, for example, entrusted the constructlon of the TELECOM I
satellite to tr4atra, which is associated with British Aerospace, a ;rcwerful
company, all the more quarified to work on the project in view of its
experience of supervising the European EcS and I,IARECS telecommunications
satellite programmes.
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22.
In add,ition,
'integration' or
launcher.
23.- Achievements
The industrial Etructure of Europe's space activities has evolved in
the main from its early initiativeE, which were fraught with difficulties.
Once the Agency had been set up, with its initial role of harmonizing
space programmes, it was Eeen as necessary to re-balance industrial groupings.
To this end, and in order to safeguard both the principle of competition
and the individual interests of the states taking part, three consortiums
were formed. ' Both thelr names and their development have been diverse.
Today they are called cosMos, MESH and grAR. Although their existence and
their composition are still officiat as far as the Agency is concerned, they
no longer c6rrespond to any rigid gtructures.
On the one hand, tlro of the three only have a hard core, around which
alliances vary, and, on the other, national restructuring in Germany and
creat Britain has led to a singre group belonging to two different con-
sortiums, thereby causing realignnrents.
rn rearity, expediency, shared points of view, the complementary
nature of their resourcea or an affinity betwEen individuals have, without
undermining official plans, resulted, in more flexible, but probably more
stable groupings Euch as EIrRosATr:r.r.rrE G{BH (cerman reglstered), sATclcM,
cIE and ARIAITESPACE S.A. (a1I French registered).
official bodies like the CNES or DFVLR may be granted
even supervisory responeibilitles for a satelLite or a
After twenty years of space activities and withorrt ever relyipq 
-
unrike the superpowers 
- on miritary programmes, Europe has clearly
achieved its first obJective: Lt has acquired its own independent
capacity to produce, launch into space and utilize space machines for
the various types of applications already mentioned (telecommunLcations,
earth observation, ete.).
The completion of the development phase of the Ariane launcher, the
current EuroPean and national teLecommunications satellite programme6,
the success of the first European meteoroLogical satellite I,[E[EosAl and
the promising progress of the sPotr earth obEervation satelllte programmes
are all evidence of thls capacity as far as the preEent generation of
applications and materials is concerned.
Today, of course, Europe must seek to reap the benefits of these
achievements, to gain as large a share as possibre of the extensive
external' markets discussed above, and to satisfy al1 of its oym domestic
needs.
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There is widespread agreement on the three lines of action which
muEt now be pursued. Efforts muEt be made to:
- improve by means of technological progress the efficiency of
payloads placed Ln orbit;
- reduce the cogt per kirogram of placing satelriteE in orbit,
particurarly geostationary orbit which is the main Eource of
markets;
- increase the weight and volume of saterlites that can be
placed in orbit by Ariane launchers.
Reasonably favourable conditions exist for the European Epace
industry to pursue these three 1ines of action.
The question remains whether such steps constitute an adequate
responae to the new technological chalrenge and whether they are
capable of enEuring Europe's continuar presence in space in the future.
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CITAPTER V - A Nry{ VTSTON OF SPACE
24. As Chapters II and III have demonstrated, the future prospects
for operational space activitLes are changing.
Natura1ly, conventional launchers, of whlch Ariane is the latest
model, and specialized telecommunications and earth observation satelllteE
have a great and apparently unlimited future before them, and
they require the kind of advance technology programmes that Europe is
pursuing with a determination which must not be relaxed and a success
which must be extended into the fielcl of commerce, aE Chapter IV indicated.
Yet already, unless we are careful, two limited naturaL resources
are in danger of running out:
- the single geostationary orbit w111 soon be full to capacity;
- in space, radio wave bands will be in very close proximity to
each other.
The management of these two resources will reguire not only inter-
national agreements and the organization of space networksr but aleo, in
all probability, the placing of multi-purpoEe Etations, several times
heavier than present-day o[€sr into the equatorial orbit at an altitude
of 36,000 Km.
Then, above all, there ls the Amerlcan Space Shuttle,
ringing in a. new technological era in space, with its capacity
to place 30 ton payloads in low orbit and the proepects
it offers for space construction, servicing in orbit and recovery
operations, already demonstrated by the Soviet space trains and the
Apol-lo-Soyuz experiment.
A new vision of space is needed,, one capable of looking to the
farthest horizons, whlch stretch far beyond the confines of our own
milJ.enary.
25 . 
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Your rapPorteur believee that the present document Ehould concen-
trate on the need for long-term plannC.ng for severaL reasons.
- Firstly, because Europe and the ESA, aa we have just seen, have
already given fulI conELderation to their present and medium-term
requirements, which are of an esEentially technlcal and industrial
nature, and there is no need for a reaorution by parriament to promote
action which is already under way.
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- Secondly, because this long-term vision is absolutely vital to the
progress, the independence and the economy of Europe. The preceding
chapters have eraborated thia theme of progress in space activities
becauge, as in any advance technology industry, properly-managed
innovation is of paranount lmportance for prosperity, emproyment and
civllization.
- It is worth remembering that, if Europe does not have its own
eapacities and its own programmes in vital areas, then its independence
could be threatened.
Because of the Lack of a European launcherr the Franco-German tele-
communications eatellite slnnphonie, launched in 1974 by an American
TIDR-DELTA rocket, which is today enjoying a further lease of actlve life
thanks to the remarkable etability it haE shown, was not avait able for
commerclal use. The lose of the first operational communication satellite
OTS 1, when the ITIOR rocket exploded on launching, has not been compensated.
The AEROSAT navigation satellite programme, undertaken in cooperation with
Aherlca, was developed along the wrong l-ineg and flnally abandoned
unilateralIy. Future eeientiflc or indugtrial experlments on board tho
SALYI/I or the Shuttle, which are dependent on American or Ruesian hospl-
tality, and joint applications programmes could be simply cancelled or
postponed at any time either by 6 poJ.ttical deeision by a new US
Adminlstration - the jolnt rsPll programme hag recently suffered thie
fate - or by the barrlere the Pentagon mlght raige to bllateral or
multLlateral industrial cooperation, or slmilarly aa a reEult of an
adverEe political circumstance in the Soviet Union.
$le must remember, therefore, that the value of this highly
profitable technological bridge to the two Superporilers depends on the
stablllty of its supports at either end and it must not be allowed to
become the sole road to progreso if Europe is to retaln its l-ndependence
ln declEion-making.
- There is no reason, moreover, why proposalg for long-term commit-
mentg should not be made, fox, as r,{€ have alreidy seen, Europe has the
necessary resources in terms of research, industry, manpovrer and baeic
cooperation structureE.
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rt also has the financial resourc€', irecauee it could easilydouble ite apace budget at a Btroke, as E1ROSpACE has pointed ouar,
- each European contributeg no more to the
than the price of a cinema seat to see a
that is, half the amount contributed by a
of that paid by an American, although it
that goes on defenc€ programmes,
space budget every year
science-fictlon film,
ilapanese, and a tenth
is true that half of
- it is less a question of whether Europe can mount a new space
effort than whether it can survive on the inadequacy of itspresent investments in tho face of competition which cour.d soon
become overuhelming.
But above all it is parliament, s duty to draw attention to trre neecrfor a rong-term programme, becauge no-6ne elae is in a positlon to do ao.
- not the ESA, because even if lts Director @nerel proposes onry aten-year plan to the council 0f the eleven Member statea, he lsliable to be reminded of a more lmmediate reality by eeverar of thedelegations. And, in any ca8e, the rnost apt deeeription of theAgeney,e poJ.iey is ,what can hg done with 450 m EIIA,i
- not industrialists, who cannot bo er(pacted to embark on their ourinitlatrve on on.rous long-term enterprr.oea, when ileir marn rorelE tO manage current short-term projects suecessfurly and to wln
markets;
' DOt governments - the European space conference has not met at
ministerial lever since 1977 and they appear reluctant to countenancelong-term projectB.
26. 
- 
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dven thel0ng-term economic and etrateglc significance
vitiee and in the lighrt of the American programme, it isignore the new technorogical and industrial charlenge.
of space acti-
imposeible to
I tu"o,nocE Aesociation 
- rong-term policy proposar, Ma1' lgg0.
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Three areas in particular muet be looked at:
the use of low-leveI space stations (at an altitude of 200-500 Km)
to explore and develop ne!, ProceEses, particularly in the fields
of metallurgy and bio-engineering;
other applications, not yet clearly defined, using 1ar9e sPace
statLons and techniques of assembly, malntEnance and' servlce in
space, with or without direct human intervention;
the expl.oitation of heavy earth observation and telecommunications
satellites in geostationary orbit.
- Even if these were increased' a
programme as extensive as MsA'E nould be out of the question. Although
we cannot hope to cover everything, it is valuable to remain associated'
however nodestly, with programmes and ambitions such as those for the
exploration of the solar system of the 'closer' reachee of the gaIaxy'
Egually, we must not a1low ourselveE to be Eide-tracked along roads
with no foreeeeable outlet.
The onlv sensible strateqy for Europe is to continue developing
current programmes which have a clear PurPose and to strlve in partJ'cular:
- 
to keep abreast of the key techrrologies of the future by a Policy
of constant revlew;
-todrawupimmediatelyascompleteanodelprogrammeaspossible
with a vlerd to developing these technologiee (whlch will be dis-
cusaed Uel-ql) and defining their potentlal uEo in Epacet
- 
to glve Europe the capacity, by meane of an adequate heavy launehing
syEtem, firstly to implement the above-mentioned PrograBmes and
secondlytoplacereasonablyheavyloadsingeostationaryorlow
orbit.
v The kev technolooiesl, whatever the precise technicaL objectives of
tomorrow may be, are those which are compulsory stages of any development
to\dardE new Epace perepectives. ExPerts agree that the following techno-
logles falL into this category!
I 
**u of the technical detailE given here are taken from a document
drawn uP for the CNES.
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Space rendez-vous
Space rendez-vous and docking wlth or without the involvement of a
human pilot, are manoeuvres wtrich the Uuited Stcrtes and the Soviet Lhrion
have thoroughly mastered. Automatic docking, demonstrated to good effect
by the Russian ' PROGRESST proJect, and the interconnection of electric
and fluid circuits are techniques eseential for the replenishment and
eventual maintenance of a permanent slrace station.
Electricitv eupplv
Prospective applicationE in the fields of high-pou,er teleconmunications
or the treatment of materials would require an electricity supply in the
order of 10 KW, which is appreciably greater than that of present-day
space vehicles (1 fw). We are not concerned with solar cell technology
here, but the establishment of large-scale solar generators would pose
new mechanical problems (positioning) dnd dynamic probleme (rigidity)
which rnust be overcome.
TeLemanipulation and robotics
Ehe performance of space operations without direct human involvement
presupposes the development of universal tools or of robotE capable of
performing the required actions in accordance with a pre-established
programme or under the direct control of a ground operator. Europe.has
already made extensive deveJ.opments in robotics for a variety of
ground applicationo where direct human aceess is costly or
impossible. The development of telemanipulation, remote control and
inte[igent robots is vital for the establiEhment of space systems whictr
can be repaired, revictualled, maintained and even modified during orbit,
so as to give them an extended operational life comparable to that of
industrial installations on earth.
It seems wiger, moreover, to expLoit Europe's own Ekill ln robotice
rather than imitate the manned Epace flights already performed by others
a long time ago. NevertheLess, it is possible that direct human presence,
despite its heavy weight (1 man in space for I month = I ton in orbit),
may prove advisable during the initial installation stage. Strictly
speaking, Europe ought to be capable of t'his should it prove nece$sary
if it does not wish to be dependent on one of the Superpowers for this
facility.
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Re-entrv into the atmosphere and recoverv
Most space apprications missions (except tl.rose which are purery
scientific) are carried out by non-recoverable space vehicles which are
. 
eventually destroyed in controlled manner after use in order to free
their orbital position. But in the case of the manufacture of materials
under weightless conditions, for example, the products have to be recovered
from the space itation. The recovery of space capsules, by means of the
simpleet technique of the aerodynamlc braking of an unpiloted re-entry body,
is one of the key technorogies for thig t11pe of programme. A further
reason for developing recovery techniques is the economic advantages of a
re-usable stage, which need not necessarily be the last one. It is the
role of technicians to auggest the.most Euitable compromises.
28.- !-!s:yr-l3g!s!sr
The Ariane series of launchers, which are equipped for launehes into
geostationary orbit, can Eend up satellites of the following approximate
respective weights:
1,000 Kg for Ariane I
L,2oo Kg for Ariane rr (f993)
1,400 Kg for ArLane ttl (1983).
This is already a conEiderable performance and lt covers the requirementE
of the TNTELSAT v internatlonal telecommunicatlone programm€, bhich is a
client of Ariane and the shuttle (and ureanwhile of the revived conventional
ATLAS-CEII'IAI R programme) .
Yet already the TNTELSAT vr Eatellite planned for 1995 exceeds these
capacitiee in terms of weight and also of diameter, which conditionE the
dlmensionE of Ariane's cap.
The Ariane IV project, the latest in the series and caPable of
placing 3,800 Kg in'transfer orblt, and 2,Loo Kg in geostationary orbit,
exists and courd be ready in time. A decislon on Ariane rv can no ronger
wart- the Ariane rv proJect is included here in thiE ,long-term' report
because its development would make it possible to conduct experiments
relating to all the techniques deecribed in the previous eectlon (271.
Essentially, holrrever, the aim of the present report is to r-ook
further into the future and so beyond the Ariane serieg, strlctly speaking.
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rt is not feasible to confront a nei, technol0gical challenge,
even if only competitive aims on a European scare are choeen,
without being abLe to more or less doubLe the capaclty of Ariane rv,that is to place
10,000 Kg in low orbit
6,000 Kg in transfer orbit
3,000 Kg in geostationary orbit.
This last figure is onry sltghtly rower than the potential of the space
shuttle, which, despite its capacity to prace 3o ton roads in low
orbit, is less adapted proportionally for geostationary orbit, which,
as we have seen, is an important source of marketE.
projects for heavy launchers alEo exlst, but
clearly defined. Although they go under the names
in reality they are the beginning of a nerd series.
Obviously, it iE not the taek of a rapporteur
prograrnmes, but it is clear that a vehicle of this
This, then, with one or two possible
of the vast progranme required if Europe
Etatus it has fought so hard to acquire.
variants, is the foundation
is to maintain the world
(L3%) and, its compulsory
a baeic budget provided by
their cNp and decided by
country 
- one vote',; contractE
'fair returnr rule, with a
they are less
of ARIANE v oT FEL,
to draw up new
type requires the(liquid hydrogen and
oxygen) of superior [x,xrer and pressure to thE thlrd stage of Ariane.
slhat is also clear is that it is vitar to embark on this study with
the utmost urgency if the launcher is to be available by the beginning
of the next decade.
29. 
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30.
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There is no doubt that the development of a new and large_
scale project reguires the rearrangement of exlsting gtructures and
an initial examination of their capacities.
3!g--ng:ggs"a!-gp3gS_lgg!gI comprises el-even Member states, of whom
three (Stritzerland, Spaln and g*weden) do not belong to the EEC,
while two members of the community (r,uxembourg and Greece) do not
belong to the Agency- The Agency also has asgociate members (Austria
and Canada) and an observer member (Norway).
The Agency provid,es:
on the one hand, its generat budget
programmes (mainly scientific), from
the Member States as a percentage of
the Council on the principle of . one
are distributed on the basis of the
minimum of 8O%;
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on the other hand, the development of optional programln€sr for
Member States d.ecide their own contributions; the ARIA'NE and
SPACELAB progralnmes are in this category.
which
31.
Overall in 1980, 5L% of expenditure rrent on these two programmea
while 5L% of revenues came from France and @rmany and 20% fxom Great
Britain and ltaly.
With lts orvn Lnstallatione, its receiving stations, the Kourou
launching range and the coopo:ation between the national centres, the
Agency has all the necessary technical resources for d.eveloping the
most advanced ProgrammeE.
By virtue of its structure its most sultable role ie:
- aa a European forum for planning, recordlng of new technologies
and designing of large-scale joint projects;
- 
as a technical body responsible for a large number of Ecientlfic
programmeE and for the developmant phase of applicatLon programmes.
Because of its limltations it is i11-Eulted to effective industriali-
zation and commercialization.
It is well within the province of the Agency, therefore, to establish
the technical baEis of a vast project, of which this report proposes the
main outLine. tn adclitton to lts own ideaE, it can gather'and stinulate
proposals from research centreg and induEtrieE. Its budget and its mode
of operation, however, do not permit lt to take the initiative and to
obtain the agreement of its council unless a firm political decision has
already been takEn by the protagonists in space and flnance.
But lt is also neceaeary to consider whether the indugtrial
strueture is capable of dealing with this ne1t EuroP€an dimension.
fn fact, in the successive forms in which they have evolved through
a procesg of natural selectLon, the Agency, the official national bodies
and the European lndustries have deupnEtrated their eapacity to devise
and carry through advanced prograrnmeg as far as the pre-operational
etage, particularly in the field of sciencE.
But now that it is a question of faclng up to internatlonal com-
petition, so far mainly American (Hughes, RCA, Ford, fRW) but likely to
be also ,f,apanese in future, the fragmentation and disperslon of European
capacities and decLsions can onJ-y lead to it J.osing on the markets
vrhat it has achieved in the workEhops.
The time has clearly come to extend our industrial and, commercial
cohesion. The example of Airbus-Industrie in the aeronautics sector
showe what can be done.
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In short, it is the role of ind,ustrialists to form a union amongst
themselves, more extensive in terms of members but more concerted in its
action, along the same lines as the Economi-c Interest croup (CIE) formed
by Airbus-Induetrie-
It is the role of the Agency, by means of its contracts which stiu
account for a large share of the turnover in space activities, to promote
a more advanced gtructure.
Sub-contracts should be distributed, as effectively as posslble to
this kind of body, aE the smaller members have greater opportunitieEr at
the industrialization and commercialization stageE, in competltive
specialization than in the pursuit of a falr return, which imposes
constraints on the research and development phase.
But the Airbus is a product with a vast programme of its own,
whereas Epace programmes remain to a large extent diverse.
Naturally, no-one doubts that everyone muet have the freedom to
choose the best available partner, even outside of Europe, for separate
programmes or regional Projects.
32.
Equally, no-one doubts that
be achieved in the context of a
governments in agreement, above
in current Agency Programmes.
The role of the EEc
coherent industrLal strength can only
major project, financed by European
and beyond thelr normal partlclpation
Although memberehip of the Agency and of the EEc does not strictly
overlap and the tyro organLzations have separate budgets, lt lE clear
that the Comrnunity must remaLn asEociated wlth the major European apace
projects. That ia why the Committee on Energy and Research, on the
strengrth of the motion for a resolutLon (PE 70.610 Doc. 1-764/80 of
19 December 1980) and the report (PE 56.322/fLn. Doc. 2/79 of 30 March L979)
requested and obtained authorization for an own-inLtlative report on thle
vital eubJect. That is why your rapporteur has devoted hiE attentlon to
those prograrunes whLch are esEential for the long term.
Of course, the CommLssion must also lend its support by drawing up
proposal.s designed to stimulate political decLsione by the Member States
and to obtain financLal support from outside the Cornmunity's budget, from
the European Investment Bank, the new Community ingtrument.
- 
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CIIAPTER VI - CONCLUSION
33. Leaving precise objectives to technicians and ways of
achieving them to administrators and industriariets, the scope
of the present report is to ca1l for the developnent of the
great design outlined in Chapter V which will enable Europe
to maintain its future preaence in space and to congorid,ate
its competitiveness on world markets.
It is now the task of those governmente who poEsess the
vision and the depth of regourees to take the initiatlve in
deciding the future.
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ANNEX TI
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. L-764/eO) hbled by I4r CJ\LVEZ
pureuant to Rule 25 of the Ru1es of Proeedure on European
space policy
Tlre Duropcan Parliantent.,
- having regard to its rcsolution of, 25 April fdZS,' and in particular
. 
paragraphs.2, 5, 6 and 7 thereof,
- lrhereas only cooPr"ratiott bctween the Menber States will allotd Europe
' to hive a conq>rchensivc sp.rca policy, cithcr in the fcrm of bilateral
or multilateral agreements or within the framework of the European
Spaee Agency,
- 
whereas thc introduction of an independent space policy repreaents
fo5 Europe one of the.options for an indeperident industrial policy,
- 
tru;ting in the competence of the organi.zations and u4dertakings
involved in the 'Ariane' programrne,
- 
having regard to the. industrial, economic and cormereial benefits
which.the Community could derive from cooperation ln the field of
space extending beyond existing programnes,
- 
having regclrd to the 
.exernplary suceeas of European cooperation in
trhe field of aircraft constrttction,
I. Calls on the clun"if ,.an" commission and the governrh.''..ts of the
Meniber States to draw up and implement a programre for a iclmprehensivc
6pace policy;
2. fnstructs its appropriate commLttee to study thc bases thercof, with
particular rcferencc to
(a) the development of the 'Ariane' group of rockels to increase the
' payloa,l., .by effective industrial decisions,
(b) the corunercial deuelopment of the same'rAria',.:' group,
(c) comniesioning studies'on a large-sca1e space station witlf a
view to industrial exploitation of space,
(d) commissioning studies on a 1x'werful European launcher for use
ln the 1990s, possibly, though not necessarily, aa a cohtinuation
of thc present launch.er progr<:Inme,
'(c) iruncdiate eonsultation on Lhe abovementioned topics with Ehe
European Space Agency and, through that intermediary, the
European industri.rl consortia ;
3. Instructs its Prosidcnt to fonrard this'reso.lution to the Conr:nission,
thc Council and thc Aovornntents of the Membcr Stal:r:s.
' 
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